Accessories are Vital to Home Office Productivity

In 2015, the International Data Corporation (IDC) estimated that 75% of the US workforce would be mobile by the end of 2020. As you know, COVID-19 has accelerated the transition to remote working.

Investing in remote working capabilities today will protect businesses from future economic or environmental disruptions. Now is the time for businesses to support their workforce by providing the technology, tools, and support they need to maximize work from home (WFH) productivity.

To ease this transition, Lenovo conducted a survey of 1,000 employees at multinational large enterprise companies across the US, Italy, Germany, China, and Japan to understand their attitudes better.

Of those surveyed, 37% stated they are concerned about their ability to overcome distractions and remain productive while working from home. Distractions such as TV, phones, as well as friends or family, were their primary concerns.

Home office design and function are the keys to overcoming these challenges and maximizing the effectiveness of WFH employees. Providing employees with the tools they need to stay productive is vital.
GET READY TO WFH WITH THESE LENOVO ACCESSORIES

Audio
The ability to control the sound of your environment is critical for remote workers. Audio devices like speakers and headphones, especially those with noise-cancelling, allow employees to drown out distractions. They also serve a dual-purpose of connecting remote workers with audio conferencing.

Power
Nothing kills productivity faster than a dead battery. No matter what device your employees work from, staying charged and ready for action is a must. We advise all remote workers to have access to a primary and backup charger. These are unpredictable times, and it’s unclear how long social distancing will be a necessity.

Inputs
Getting the job done with a laptop trackpad and keyboard might be enough for emergencies but not for the long term. For remote workers who want an ergonomic, sustainable home office, an external keyboard and mouse are must-haves.

Docking
Movement is the best way for remote workers to avoid aches and pains when working from home. Docks allow remote workers to connect and disconnect all of their devices in a single motion, with a single cable. When changing from sitting to standing, or from desk to couch, the single cable connector makes the process quick and easy.

Video
Communication is the key to productivity when working from home. While distancing from a physical workspace, employees need to stay connected with each other. Video conferencing tools such as webcams allow us to work together as if we were in the same room, even when we are worlds apart.

Speak with a Lenovo Representative Today.
Or visit accessorysmartfind.lenovo.com for more information on prices, features and specifications.